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THE JOURNALOF PHILOSOPHY
VOLUME

A

LXXI, NO. IO, MAY 30, I974

THE BODIES OF PERSONS

*

FAVORITE deviceemployedby philosophers
who discuss

questions concerningthe nature of persons,personal identity,and the relation between persons and their bodies
is the recountingof a storyin which one person exchangesbodies
with another. John Locke tells of a prince whose soul entered
into the body of a cobbler, thus illustratingLocke's thesis that
personal identityis preservedby identityof consciousness,even if
this does not preserve"the same man." 1 A Lockean exchange of
bodies is used by AnthonyQuinton as a basis for his claim that
"bodily identityis not a logically complete criterionof personal
identity"since, if body-switching
is conceivable, then tracing the
career of a particular body does not guarantee that one will be
tracingthe career of just one individual.2Quinton is thus moved
to assert that "the soul is not only logically distinct from any
particularhuman body with which it is associated; it is also what
a person fundamentallyis" (403). More recentlythis dualistic conception of persons has been championed by JeromeShaffer,who,
like Quinton, argues fromthe alleged possibilityof a Lockean exchange of bodies. His classicallyCartesian thesisis that a person is
not "a body which has mental events"3 but is a "nonbodily thing"
(59).
The kind of nonsurgicalbody exchangediscussedby theseauthors
I call "Lockean" in order to distinguishit from another sort of
"body-switch"that has been mentionedin philosophical literature
of late. David Wigginshas argued,for example, that the possibility
* I am grateful to Wilfrid Sellars, Jay Rosenberg, and John Heintz for
their helpful commentson earlier draftsof this paper.
IAn Essay concerning Human Understanding,bk. II, ch. 27, sec. 15.
2 "The Soul," this JOURNAL, LIX, 15 (July 19, 1962): 393-409, p. 402.
3 "Persons and Their Bodies," Philosophical Review, LXXV, 1 (January 1966):
59-77, p. 67; parenthetical page referencesto Shafferare to this article.
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of puttingthe brain of one individual into the body of anotheris a
reason for denyingthat persons are identical with bodies.4 If it is
conceivable that a brain or "core person"5 could be removedfrom
one body-shelland connected appropriatelyto another, then, althoughneitherthe original body-shellnor the original brain-bodyshell combinationwould be retained,personal identitywould be
preserved.Hence a person is not identical with either a particular
body-shellor a particularbrain-body-shell
combination.6This also
shows that,contraryto what has oftenbeen argued by philosophers
who reject psychologicalcriteriaof personal identity,the correct
alternativecriterionneed not be continuityof the human body.
What is necessarymay be only the physicalcontinuityof the causal
basis of a person's personality,memories,and the like, as in the
case of human brain transfer.
Yet, because some degree of physical continuityis maintained
in these cases, they do not serve the dualist's purposes nearly so
well as a Lockean "body-switch."It is the conceivabilityof an
exchange of bodies without a brain transferwhich has seemed to
offersupportfor a radical distinctionbetween the person regarded
as a Cartesianego, on the one hand, and his entirematerialconstitution-not just a body-shell-on the other.It is thisline of reasoning thatI wish to examine in thispaper. My main contentionis that
those who have attempted to use the alleged conceivabilityof
Lockean body-exchangesin order to convince us that persons are
not to be thoughtof as bodies have got the argumentcompletely
turnedaround. In order to know whetheror not such body-switching is conceivablein the case of human beingswe firsthave to know
what sort of entitieshuman beings are. In particular we have to
know whetherwe are related to our bodies in such a way that
exchangesof the sortLocke describesare in factpossible.To extract
dualistic conclusions from fantasies about personality changes
that can be imagined to occur is simply to beg the entire mindbody question.
The proponentsof such argumentshave failed to see that this
is what theyare doing, I believe, because theyhave not carefully
4 Identityand Spatio-Temporal
Continuity(Oxford:Basil Blackwell,1967),
pp. 50-51.
5 Wilfrid
Sellarshas used thistermforthenervoussystem,
thatwe
suggesting
mightthinkof "a personas a nervoussystemclothedin fleshand bones."See
"The IdentityApproachto the Mind-BodyProblem,"Review of Metaphysics,

xviii, 3 (March 1965): 430-451.

6 This line of argumentuses the controversial
assumptionthata personcannot be identicalwithone brain-body
combination
at one timeand withanother
brain-body
combination
at a latertime.
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consideredwhat we are talkingabout when we use such phrases as
'a body', 'the human body', 'his body', and the like. Although the
word 'body' is a termof ordinarydiscourseit has several different
relevantuses or sensesand it is extremelyimportantto distinguish
philosophical thesesare not conflated.
theseso that quite different
I will describe several senses of the
that
follows
In the section
to the mind-bodyproblem. Begermane
are
which
word 'body'
of the concept will by no
my
treatment
cause of space limitations,
enough to enable me to
to
say
I
hope
means be exhaustive.But
the way in which a
paper
explain in the final section of my
body can mask fatal
human
failure to clarifythe concept of a
flawsin an argumentfor a dualistic view of persons based upon
is possible.
theidea thata Lockean body-switch
II

In his defenseof Cartesianismmentionedabove Shaffermaintains
that there is only one sense of 'body' to be considered.The term
means, on his view, "a particularsort of material object, as in the
formulationof the Newtonian Law, 'a body continues its state of
restor steadymotionunless . . .' " (68). Clearly thisis a verygeneral
sense of the term'body' which need not have anythingto do specificallywith the body of a person. It is kin to its use in such
phrasesas 'a body of water' or 'a body of cold air', where a distinct
portion of matteris being referredto. If the matterformsa relativelysolid masswe mayspeak of a "movingbody," "a fallingbody,"
"a massivebody," "a material body," or simply"a body," as when
we referin a general way to objects that move in accordance with
the laws of Newtonian mechanics.In the subsequent discussion I
will tag this sense of 'body' by referringto a particular material
entityas a body(1).
I do not agree with Shafferthat this is the only sense of 'body'
relevantto our problem,but it is an importantand useful concept.
in
In particularit can be used to state conciselya major difference
the views of the classical dualist and materialistregardinghuman
beings.Accordingto a radical dualism which regardsthe mind and
body as two distinctsubstances,a person's body is a body(l). It is
nothing but a systemof material parts in contrasteither to the
mind, which is a substantial but nonbodily entity,or to "sensations,"thoughtof as nonmaterial,mental particulars.The structure
of a person's body is completely describable in terms of the
organizationof atoms,molecules, cells, and other units standardly
recognizedby modernbiologyand physics.But the structureof the
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person is not completelydescribablein these termsalone. A person
is not identicalwiththe body(l) thatis his body.
This view contrastswith that of the materialist,who insiststhat
a person,taken as a whole, is a body(l), a systemof particleswith
no nonphysicalparticulars existingalongside these particles in a
logically independentstatus.There are no "ghostly"entities,as it
is sometimesexpressed.This is not to deny that a person is a conscious entityto which psychologicalpredicatescan be properlyand
trulyascribed. For although a body(l) is a material structureand
may in manyinstancesbe a mere materialobject to which statesof
consciousnesscannot be trulyascribed, the meaning of the word
'body', as used in this sense, does not exclude the thesis that persons are bodies (1). Psychological phenomena may be physical
statesor eventstakingplace withina body(1) (a reductivematerialism),or psychologicalphenomenamay derivefromemergentmental
propertiesof the complex systemof physicalentitiesthat constitute
a body(1) (an emergentmaterialism).It is importantto stressthat,
on this latter alternative,although the psychologicalpropertiesin
question are not thoughtof as being reducible to physical properties,they are nonetheless,envisaged as propertiesof a physical
systemrather than as propertiesof special psychologicalentities.
Hence it seems reasonable to treatthis as a view which claims that
personsare bodies in our firstsense.
There are, however,othersensesof 'body' which Shafferignores,
which have to do specificallywith the human body. For instance,
we use the term'body'(2) to referto the main bulk of an individual
in contrastto his face,head, or limbs, as when we say of someone
that he has a small head set on a stockybody or that she has a
homelyface but a beautifulbody. It is obvious that a person is not
identical with his body(2). Indeed, this sense of 'body' is worth
noting primarilyto avoid confusionwith a third sense which has
enormous importance for the mind-body issue. I am referring
to our use of the term'body'(3) as a subject of descriptionsof the
physical structureand appearance of human beings in contrastto
descriptions in which the subject is either the person or his
mind. For instance,we may say of an elderly gentleman that his
body is weak and frail,but his mind is still alert and active. Clearly
this is not to use 'body'(2) since, in this context,a person's limbs,
head, and brain are not explicitlyexcluded by the implied relevant
contrast,which in this case opposes his body eitherto him or to his
psyche,not to his appendages.
A dualist will, of course,contendthat the expressions'the human
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body'(3), meaning the physicalaspect of a person,in factdenotes a
"Cartesianbody"-a materialthing,or body(l), which plays the role
of a body of a person in virtue of its being associated with a Cartesian ego. Our grammar may seem to support this contention,
since a sentencelike "Gandhi had an alert mind but a frail body"
to two distincttypesof
suggeststhatwe are ascribingcharacteristics
entity-a mind and its physical partner,the body, which the individual is said to "have" because he (his mind) stands in a certain
relationto it.7
But even though radical dualism may be expressed by saying
that the subject of a person'sphysicalpredicates,i.e., his body(3), is
a body(l), it is a mistaketo assume that our concept of a human
body(3) commitsus to this view. Our grammarsuggestsan alternative. In general we do not use the expression"X has a body" but
"X has an F body" where'X' standsforan animal or person and 'F'
stands for an adjective descriptiveof X's physique, as in the sentence "An acrobat has a supple body." Here the word 'body'(3) appears to serve merelyas a grammaticalsubject of certain physical
predicates which are used in descriptionsof a person's physical
aspect, just as 'mind' and 'heart' frequentlyfunction as dummy
subjects of certain psychologicalpredicatesused in describinghis
mental characteror personality.For instance,we may say of the
acrobat thathe has a supple body,a quick mind, and a stoutheart.
What is thus conveyedcan be stated-although frequentlyneither
so expressivelynor so succinctly-in termsof his physicaland psychological characteristics.We could have said that he is limber,
thinksquickly,and is courageous. We mighthave said of Gandhi
that he is (physically)weak and frail and yet still alert and mentally active. Thus to say of someone that he has a frail or robust
body need reflectno more genuine Cartesian commitmenton our
part than our saying of him that "his heart is broken" or that
"his spiritis willingbut his fleshis weak."
But to insistthat talk of a person's body(3) carriesno Cartesian
commitmentis not to say that we are to identifya person with
his body(3) either.Such an identificationmay be temptingto anyone who objects to dualism on the grounds that it seems to multiply entitiesunnecessarilyand that a person/body(3)identityoffers
the only way to have a single physicalsubject of mental and physi7 Grammaris hardlyunivocalin its supportof dualism,however.A person
is also said to have a mind,as well as a body,whichsuggestswe comprisea
trioof entities.But apparentlyit is not so easyforus to conceiveof a person
as havinga mentalpartnerdistinctfromhimselfas it is a physicalpartner.
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cal predicates.But acceptance of that identitywould require us to
countenance the ascription of psychological states to human
bodies(3), which seems a gross violation of our grammaticalintuito explain in this
tions.Such grammaticaldiscomfortis not difficult
case. To borrowStrawson'suseful terminologyfora moment,when
we speak of a person'sbody(3) we are talkingabout the person qua
subject of M-predicates.8Accordingly,one's body(3) is not a fit
logical subject of P-predicates,just as one's mind is not a fitlogical
subject for certain M-predicates.We would not say, for instance,
that Smith'sbody is thinking,that it is in pain, that it is jealous,
that it knows arithmetic,or that it intends to go for a walk. In
special contexts such phrases might be given a sense, but in
ordinarycontextstheydo not make sense. This is not because our
bodies happen to be lacking in mathematicalabilities, like dogs,
or happen to lack pain-sensingorgans,as do much simpleranimals.
There is no prospect that evolutionaryprocesses will eventually
produce human bodies(3) that feel pain and thinkjust as the persons "having" the bodies do. P-predicatesdo not apply to bodies(3)
because the term 'body' is here conceptuallyrestrictedin its role
as a replacementsubject forpersonal descriptions.It is primarilya
subject of M-predicates,not as a matterof fact but as a matterof
language.
Moreover,it is a subject of only certainof the M-predicatesapplicable to human beings. As indicated in previous examples, we
can make various commentsabout a person's general physique by
sayingthat his body is muscular,weak, frail,and so forth.We can
also speak of his movinghis body or using his body well in dance.
But we do not say, for instance,that his body(3) weighs one hundred and eightypounds or that it has blue eyes,when it is a living
of
being we are describing.These are thoughtof as characteristics
the personhimself.
Fortunately,once we explicitly distinguishsenses (1) and (3)
of the word 'body', it becomes evident that it is not necessaryto
force an identificationof a person and his body in order to state
an alternative to dualism. We are now able to distinguish the
possible thesisthat a personis a body(l), i.e., a materialthing,from
the impossible claim that he is identical with his body(3), i.e., his
physicalaspect. Clearly where the term 'body' is used to refernot
8 In Individuals(London: Methuen,1959),p. 104,P. F. Strawson
distinguishes
WhereasP-predicates
apply only to persons,M-predicates
M- and P-predicates.
are also properlyapplied to materialbodies"to whichwe would not dreamof
applyingpredicatesascribingstatesof consciousness."
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to the entireindividual but only to his physical-but not his psychological-aspect, the termdoes not denote somethingwith which
a personcan properlybe identified.9
III

Having drawn these preliminarydistinctionsamong several relevant senses of 'body', we are now equipped to examine dualistic
claimsthatare based upon the alleged conceivabilityof body-switching. Shaffer'sessaywill continueto be usefulas a sourceof specimen
argumentsin supportof such claims.
Because he recognizesonly one sense of the term 'body' Shaffer
is forcedto assume at the outset,withoutjustification,that he can
expresshis thesisabout persons equally well by saying either "we
cannot take a person to be a body which has mental events"-(67)
or by saying "it is wrong to attributemental events to the body"
(66). (Both italicsmine.) Yet, as we have seen, thereare good reasons
-reasons that even a physicalistcould accept-for admittingthat
one cannot attributemental events to "the body" in either sense
(2) or (3). It is a much more radical claim to insist,as Shafferdoes,
thata personis not even a body(l).
Shafferdoes presentan argumentwhich is intended to support
thismoreradical claim. It is based upon the premisethatit is a contingentfact that a person has the body he has. Using this ContingencyThesis, he constructsthe followingindirectargumentagainst
the idea thata personis a body to whichmentaleventsare ascribed.
Suppose that one could attributemental events to a human body
and, hence, to the person who has that body. By the Contingency
Thesis, "a body which belongs to a person just happens to belong
to that person," and so "it would follow that the mental events
which occur to that person could have occurred but not to that
person" (67). Presumably,if the body in question had belonged to
some other person at the time,thosemental eventswould have occurred to that other person. However, this is impossible, argues
on thegroundsthatthe "ownership"of psychologicalevents
Shaffer,
is, to use a phrase of Strawson's(96), "logically non-transferable."
It makes no sense to suppose that a particular mental event, say,
a particular pain or pang of anxiety that I feel, might have occurredto someone else ratherthan to me. But if our initial supposition thatmental eventscan be attributedto a body is inconsistent
with our premises,then,says Shaffer,we must reject that supposi9 Space limitations
preventme fromdiscussingthe use of 'body' to referto a
person'scorpse,but this is not essentialto a critiqueof typicalbody-switch
examples.
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tion and conclude that"we cannot take a person to be a body which
has mentalevents"(67).
In saying this Shafferis rejectingnot only classical materialism
but also the Strawsonianview that a person is somethingto which
two distinctkinds of attributes-physicaland psychological-may
be ascribed.Althoughwe speak of a person'sweighingone hundredeightypounds,forexample, we are not, accordingto Shaffer,saying
somethingabout thatperson but about somethingelse. This "somethingelse" is his body,a physicalobject that is closely,but nonetheless, contingentlyrelated to him. Hence the concept of a person
whichShafferchampionsis thatwhichwe associatewithDescartes"namely,the conceptof a person as a subject of consciousness"(69).
But in whichsenseof 'body',if any,is it truethata personhas the
body he has only contingently?
Clearlya personmightcome to have
a differentbody(2), where 'body' is used in the main bulk sense.
But this is hardly the kind of switch that Shaffer'sargument
requires.What thenof the possibilityof exchangingbodies in some
other sense of 'body'? To answer this question, we must carefully
examine Shaffer'sdefenseof his ContingencyThesis.
Shafferattemptsto convince us of the truth of this thesis by
elaboratingupon a story(taken fromQuinton) in which a plump,
apolaustic Pole and a thin, Puritanical Scot are imagined suddenly to undergo a completeexchange of charactersand personalities.The thin one claims to be the Pole, speaks familiarlyof a past
which only the Pole could have known about, and speaks a superb
and rare Polish. Similarlythe plump one takes on the mentality
of the Scot. Having said this much, Shafferconfidentlyassures
us that we "could so work out the hypotheticaldetails that we
should be inclined to believe thatthe miraculoushad happened and
thatsomehowthe two personshad switchedbodies" (64/5).
It is veryimportant,however,not to suppose that the possibility
of imagining such changes in the Scot and Pole by itself establishes the conceivabilityof a Lockean body-switch.
There are other
hypotheseswhich could explain the personalityalterations that
Shafferdescribesand which are compatiblewith the thesisthat the
persons involved are material bodies. Our choice of the correct
account depends upon those all-important"hypotheticaldetails"
which he does not bother to fill in for us. It is conceivable, for
example, that the neurological characterof the brains of the Scot
and Pole have been alteredby some sophisticatedtechniqueso that
each has acquired the "memories,"personality,and verbal skills of
the other. In this case one could well insist that although the
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cerebral organization of the two individuals had been radically
altered,nothinghad been actually exchanged,and that the plump
one was still the Pole and the thin one the Scot. At the veryleast,
one ought to resistsayingsimplythat the individual originallybearing the Pole's identificationtag is now the Scot, since the verysame
operation could be performedupon any number of individuals
while the original Scot is leftunchanged.As B. A. 0. Williams has
pointed out, the resultant"Scots" could not each of them be the
Scot, although they might be said to be the same person as each
otherin a typesense of "same person."10
Another possible explanation for Shaffer'sbody-switch"data" is
suggestedby recent experimentswith the transplantingof animal
brains fromone body-shellto another.1"Exchanging the brains of
the Scot and the Pole could conceivablyresult in the personality
changes that Shafferenvisages,and it would also avoid Williams's
reduplication argumentif it is true that the brain constitutesa
unique, individuatingphysical part of a person, a part embodying a causal basis for those characteristics
which most convincingly
preservea person's identity-his memories,personalitytraits,and
verbal skills. To be sure, one may well have justifiedreservations
about whether this kind of switch would genuinely give us the
same person in a differentphysical form, especially when one
imaginesgrosslyinappropriateshifts,such as placing the brain of
Paderewskiin the body-shellof an unmusical Scottishshepherdess.
Yet much more favorablecircumstancesfor such a shiftare easily
imagined.For instance,the Pole's exchangingbodies withhis identical twinwould provide a more convincingillustrationof the thesis
that a personhas the "body" he has only contingently-inthe relevant senseof 'body'.
In a case of thiskind,in whichthe brain of a personentersinto a
non-Lockeanbody-switch,
the phrase 'the body of a person' marks
a quite differentcontrastfrom the contrasts,outlined earlier, between one's body and one's appendages and between the physical
aspect of a person and his psychologicalaspect. Here the body is
the complementof the brain, as is suggestedby the term 'bodyshell'. This fourth sense of 'body' can be generalized to mark
whatevercontrasttheremightbe betweenan organism'sbody-shell
10 "Are Persons Bodies?" in Stuart F. Spicker, ed., The Philosophy of the
Body (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1970), p. 153.
11 Brain transplants are not so completely in the realm of fantasy as one
might suppose. Since 1963, experimentershave been able to keep the severed
heads of monkeys and dogs alive for several days. See Gordon Rattray Taylor,
The Biological Time Bomb (New York: New American Library, 1968), p. 123.
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and what may be called his "personality-bearing"
(and therefore
identity-bearing)
unit. In the case of human beings we believe this
to be the brain or at any rate the centralnervoussystem.Yet it is
conceivable that the Scot, the Pole, and the rest of us all contain
some as yetundiscoveredmini-brainwhich is the truebearer of our
"essentialand characteristic
vital functions"(Wiggins,55) and which
is capable of the kind of sudden, seeminglymiraculous transfer
envisaged by Shaffer.This vehicle of personal identitymight conceivablyconsistof some nonbodily,yet physicalphenomenon,such
as the kind of field encountered in physics. Shafferhas told us
nothingthatrules thisout.
What then does Shaffer'sthoughtexperimentconcerningbodyswitchingestablish?The most it shows is that if the sort of case
he imagines were to occur we might then be inclined to believe
that human beings have some sort of personality-bearing
unit that
can move fromone body-shellto another.It certainlydoes not establish that human beings are as a matterof fact diaphanous, nonbodilyentities(much less Cartesianegos) whichcan migratein some
nonsurgicalmannerfrombody to body,in the appropriatesense of
'body'. For until Shaffer'sfantasyactually occurs there is not the
slightestreason to conclude that persons are nonbodily entities
or that they have their bodies contingentlyin a philosophically
interestingsense of 'body'. Indeed, if the materialistis right and
we are conscious but totallyphysical beings, then the sort of body
switchthatShafferhas in mind is not conceivableforhumans at all.
We should have to imagine a person shedding his body(3) and
taking on another. But where the phrase 'his body' servesmerely
as a grammatical subject of predicates describing a person's
physique, it is not clear what could be meant by the suggestion
that an individual might exchange one such body(3) for another.The physicalaspect of a person,on thisview,is a conceptual
abstraction,and if the physicaland psychologicalaspectsof human
beings do not constituteseparable entitiessuch that a person can
be detached from all the material of which he is composed and
subsequently embodied in a differentorganism, then Shaffer's
ContingencyThesis is not in fact true of human beings. In saying
this I am neitherdenyingthat it is conceivable that human beings
mightbe constitutedalong Cartesian lines nor denying that they
are so constituted.My point is simplythat we must know whether
dualism is correctbeforewe can say whethera Lockean exchangeof
human bodies(3) is possible. If a person is a material organism,a
body(l), then talk of his exchangingwith another person that to
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are ascribed,his body(3), seems to
which his physicalcharacteristics
be nonsense. Hence, Shaffer'sprematureendorsementof the ContingencyThesis simplybegs the mind-bodyquestion in favorof the
dualism forwhichhe is arguing.
It is easy for someone to make this mistake because it is so
storycan be told about
easy to assume that a coherentbody-switch
that,if human
human beings. One tends to overlook the difficulty
beings are physical organisms,then there is a fundamentaldifference between the ontological character of a person's body in
sense (3) and that of a body in the other senses. In the case of all
but body(3) we are talking about a kind of material object, a
kind of body(l). Hence, specifyingthe criteriaforsuch bodies should
not be greatly differentfrom that of specifyingthe criteria of
identityfor any particular kind of material thing,whetherit be
a planet, an automobile, a corpse or a body-shell.Such an underBut
takingmay or may not pose profoundphilosophicaldifficulties.
at least it can be said to be an intelligible project.
The same cannot be said for one's body(3) if human beings are
physicalorganisms.Where a human body is but a person'sphysical
aspect it is not to be regardedas an independentor distinctmaterial object at all, and so a question concerningthe identityof such
a body through time is misconceived. We may, of course, ask
whetherSmith afterhis prolonged illness is the very same person
we met a fewmonthsearlier.And we may note how he has changed,
how his bodily appearance, his physique has altered. Trying to ask
body(3) in any other sense
whetherhe has the same or a different
however,would be like tryingto ask a proof 'same', or 'different',
found identity question about the sameness of his complexion
pale. To be
which was at one time ruddybut now is distressingly
sure, one could ask, "Does Smith have the same body he had two
monthsago?" and therebysuggestthe possibilityof a body-switch,
which could be made intelligible,for instance,in termsof a braintransplant operation. In that case we could inquire whether
or not he had the same body-shellas before. If someone were to
persistand ask whetherSmith'sacquiring a new body-shellbrought
with it a new body(3), one could say only that afterthe operation
the physique in question would be Smith's,however it had been
acquired and however it differedfromhis earlier condition. This
answerought to satisfyanyonewho understandsand acceptswhat I
have been sayingabout thehuman body(3).
DOUGLAS C. LONG

The Universityof NorthCarolina at Chapel Hill
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